Program of the Conference

A Not-Newtonian Research Program for Acupuncture
–
From Biomedicine to LH Medicine

Scientific directory: Fengli Lan (Santa Cruz & San Jose, USA) and Friedrich Wallner (Vienna, Austria)
Organisation: Jan Brousek (Vienna, Austria)

Venue: University of Vienna, Department of Philosophy, Universitätsstraße 7, Room 3D (3rd floor), A-1010 Wien

Date: June 1st and 2nd 2018

Day 1 – 01.06.2018

10:00 Friedrich Wallner – University of Vienna, Sigmund Freud University Vienna (Austria)
The Importance of Philosophy of Science for the Modernisation of Chinese Medicine

11:30 Sarah Knox – West Virginia University (Morgantown, USA)
Physics, Biology and Acupuncture: The Need for a New Paradigm

13:00 Keekok Lee – University of Manchester (England, UK)
An Understanding of CCM as Not-Newtonian Science

14:30 Lunch Break

15:30 Kwon Jong Yoo – Chung-Ang University (Seoul, South Korea)
Systems View of Elaborated Acupuncture in Korean SAAM Methods and Theory

17:30 Yanfen She – Hebei University of Traditional Chinese Medicine (Shijiazhuang, China)
Yuan-Source Points of Three Foot Yin Meridians: Body Surface Resistance Reaction and Primary Dysmenorrhea

19:00 General discussion: results of the first day
Day 2 – 02.06.2018

09:00  Ephraim Medeiros – Center for Study of Acupuncture and Alternative Therapies (São Paulo, Brasil – Jiaxing, China)
Acupuncture and Sleeping Disorders: General Theories and a Specific Analysis of Insomnia

10:00  Andrea-Mercedes Riegel (Oftersheim, Germany)
The Eight Extraordinary Vessels and their Impact on Sleep Quality

10:30  Andrea-Mercedes Riegel (Oftersheim, Germany)
Philosophical Remarks to the Paper of Ephraim Medeiros

11:30  Fengli Lan – Five Branches University (Santa Cruz & San Jose, USA)
Classical Chinese Understanding of Migraine: Key to Effectiveness of Acupuncture

12:30  Ephraim Medeiros – Center for Study of Acupuncture and Alternative Therapies (São Paulo, Brasil – Jiaxing, China)
Philosophical Remarks to the Paper of Fengli Lan

13:30  Lunch Break

14:30  Andrea-Mercedes Riegel (Oftersheim, Germany)
Studies on the Efficacy of Acupuncture Treatment in the Field of Neurology:
Bell’s palsy and Trigeminal Neuralgia

15:30  Fengli Lan – Five Branches University (Santa Cruz & San Jose, USA)
Philosophical Remarks to the Paper of Andrea-Mercedes Riegel

16:30  Peter Panhofer – Sigmund Freud University Vienna (Austria)
TCM state-of-art Treatment for Adipositas and its Consequences

17:30  Michaela Bijak (Vienna, Austria)
Tinnitus and other Examples for the TCM state-of-art Treatments in Austrian tradition

18:30  Fengli Lan / Ephraim Medeiros / Andrea-Mercedes Riegel / Kwon Jong Yoo
Proposals for an Implementation of Philosophy of Science in Chinese Medicine

20:00  Convivial evening